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Abstract

Currently, operating systems are not chosen for underlying system features, but rather for the performance of the

underlying hardware, available application programs, and system stability. Consequently, operating system vendors

are reluctant to incorporate new operating system functionality since they risk both increased development time and

decreased system stability. Previous e�orts to make it easier for operating systems to incorporate new features have

enjoyed only limited success because of performance bottlenecks or limited support for existing applications. This

paper outlines a portable, e�cient, and robust method for extending operating system functionality. Speci�cally,

we propose building operating systems entirely as a library linked with every application using software-based fault

isolation for protection. In order to demonstrate the validity of this technique, we are building an operating system

which will provide global resource allocation in a network of workstations.

1 Introduction

Over the past several decades, a vast body of valuable operating system research has been conducted.
Unfortunately, only a small percentage of this innovation has found its way into commercial operating
systems. Even generally accepted ideas can take many years to appear in production systems. To combat
this, operating system researchers spend a great deal of time focusing on research methodology: new ways of
building operating systems to allow for faster assimilation of innovation into mainstream systems. To date,
microkernel, application-speci�c, user-level, and portable operating systems have met with only limited
success. However, we believe that the development of e�cient software-based fault isolation will allow
circumvention of many of the performance bottlenecks that has hampered the adoption of these previous
e�orts. We thus propose building an operating system as a layer on top of commercial systems to allow
e�cient, portable, and robust exploration and extension of operating system functionality.

Examples abound of operating system innovations which have gone largely ignored by commercial sys-
tems. A very limited sample of recent topics include: load sharing [Zhou et al. 1992], process migra-
tion [Theimer et al. 1985, Douglis & Ousterhout 1991], shared �le system/virtual memory cache [Nelson
et al. 1988], shared virtual memory [Li & Hudak 1989], multi-threading, fast user-level communication
primitives [Bershad et al. 1990, von Eicken et al. 1992], upcalls [Clark 1985], network paging [Iftode et al.
1993], and parallel program support [Anderson et al. 1994]. Researchers have spent years speculating about
why these ideas go largely ignored by industry. One possible explanation is that the ideas are not useful in
the �rst place, so no one wants the features in their operating system.

Another, more plausible, explanation involves the motivation behind purchasing an operating system.
Users typically do not purchase an operating system for the functionality or features of the system. Rather,
an operating system is evaluated largely by the supported application programs, cost/performance of the
hardware/OS combination, and system robustness. For example, the Apollo operating system implemented
features which today remain state of the art, yet the system failed as a product for two reasons. First, the
system was not UNIX-compatible so it did not support a large body of application programs, and second
the hardware performance became uncompetitive. At the other extreme, DOS enjoys widespread popularity
despite limited functionality; its popularity stems from a huge application base and inexpensive hardware.
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Even when purchasing decisions are based on the operating system, the relevant issue is usually software
reliability1 rather than underlying features of competing systems. The lack of weight placed upon operating
system functionality relative to system reliability only further discourages innovation since operating systems
are notoriously brittle. As an example, most hard disk drives contain hardware to cache disk blocks and
to schedule sector accesses. This functionality is provided in hardware despite the fact that Unix systems
have more e�ciently provided these services in software for years. The primary reason for this is that it is
less di�cult and more cost e�ective to implement this in hardware than to modify DOS to support such
functionality.

Given that underlying operating system features are not very signi�cant in purchasing decisions, vendors
are reluctant to incorporate new technology. Unless an innovation provides signi�cantly better application
performance, enables the creation of application programs which were not previously feasible, or makes
the system more robust, it is likely to be ignored. Even a fairly simple, e�ective idea such as the split
virtual memory/�le cache [Nelson et al. 1988] has only recently been added to commercial systems. New
functionality can compromise both operating system functionality and robustness, and vendors are well
aware that a delay in the introduction of an operating system can cost millions in lost hardware sales.

As a result of the di�culty associated with transferring research innovations to commercial systems,
many research e�orts focus upon new ways of building operating systems to facilitate technology transfer.
In this position paper, we �rst discuss possible explanations for the limited success of previous e�orts. Next,
we propose a new approach to building operating systems that layers on top of commercial systems. Using
this method, we believe that many new system features can be implemented quickly and portably while still
maintaining good performance. As an initial prototype validating our methodology, we present GLUnix, a
global layer operating system for a network of workstations.

2 Alternative Approaches

For years, researchers have striven for a design methodology that allows for easy extension of operating
system functionality. Some of the earliest e�orts were microkernel designs [Wulf et al. 1974, Accetta et al.
1986, Cheriton 1988, Mullender et al. 1990] which allow for user-level emulation of di�erent operating
systems. Despite e�orts to make microkernel systems portable to di�erent hardware platforms [Young et al.
1987], the required e�ort is still non-trivial. More importantly, the performance of such systems is limited
by the costs of context switching, crossing protection boundaries, and inter-process communication. The
emulation of standard operating systems such as UNIX or DOS through user-level servers further limits the
performance of microkernel systems. Vendors are unlikely to accept design methodologies that signi�cantly
limit the available performance of the underlying hardware.

To achieve more rapid development time and greater portability, a number of operating systems have been
built as user-level servers or libraries on top of commercial operating systems. Unfortunately, systems such as
Eden [Lazowska et al. 1981], Condor [Mutka & Livny 1991], and PVM [Sunderam 1990] only provide partial
solutions. Though some allow the execution of standard UNIX applications, they cannot do general purpose
resource allocation without su�ering the same ine�ciencies found in microkernel systems. The resource
allocator's code and data must be protected as a separate server requiring inter-process communication and
context switches.

More recently, research e�orts have focused on application-speci�c operating systems [Anderson 1992,
Yokote 1992, Bershad et al. 1994, Engler et al. 1994]. While this approach appears promising, it is not
intended as a framework for providing new system functionality, but rather as a way to allow applications
to a�ect system policy. Unless signi�cant speedup can be demonstrated for a wide variety of applications,
vendors are unlikely to discard existing systems to reimplement their operating system from scratch. Even
then, a methodology for extending operating system features and functionality is lacking.

Finally, a number of recent operating systems, such as Solaris and BSD 4.4, focus on portability. One of
the goals of such systems is decoupling the choice of operating system from a particular hardware platform.
Unfortunately, the time to port such systems to new hardware platforms remains signi�cant. For example,
the release of the DEC Alpha was released almost one year after the hardware was initially available because
the port of OSF/1 to the Alpha proved more di�cult than anticipated.

1As an example, reliability was a major selling point of SunOS versus initial versions of AIX.
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3 A New Methodology

3.1 Full User-Level Functionality

We propose to bypass the limitations of the approaches outlined above by linking a protected operating
system library with all application programs. The key enabling technology for such a system organization is
software-based fault isolation (SFI) [Wahbe et al. 1993]. Traditional hardware protection can be e�ciently
implemented in software in a language-independent fashion by modifying the object code to insert checks
before each store and indirect branch operation to catch addressing errors. Aggressive compiler optimization
techniques reduce the overhead of these software checks to 3-7% on several contemporary RISC processors.
Unrecompiled binary �les can also be fault isolated, though the overhead is currently 20-25% [Lucco 1994].
In summary, SFI allows privileged operating system resource allocation code to execute in the application's
address space with relatively low overhead.

Using SFI, we are able to build protected operating system functionality entirely at the user-level by
dynamically linking the operating system library to each application. All system calls are redirected to
procedure calls in the operating system library [Jones 1993]. Thus, a user-level virtual operating system layer
is built using the underlying commercial system as a building block. Novel operating system functionality can
be implemented more e�ciently than in traditional systems since no hardware protection boundaries need be
crossed|the new kernel code is invoked by a procedure call within the application's address space without
the need for a kernel trap or a context switch. Any shared state needed to coordinate multiple user-level
operating system libraries can be maintained using shared memory segments or interprocess communication
primitives. The operating system also becomes more robust since errors in the user-level OS can be diagnosed
using standard, widely-available debugging tools.

This approach faces two limitations. First, an arbitrary piece of kernel functionality cannot necessarily
be implemented since the system is limited by the semantics and performance of the abstractions available
at the user-level. However, as described below, a relatively rich set of features can be implemented at the
user-level. The second potential pitfall is the overhead imposed by SFI. We believe that speedups gained from
not having to cross protection boundaries and reduced system development time2 will o�set this slowdown.

3.2 GLUnix

To demonstrate the ideas outlined in this paper, we are building an operating system to perform global
resource allocation in a network of workstations. Our system, GLUnix (Global Layer UNIX), glues together
individual UNIX operating systems to provide a single system image of the machines in a network. GLUnix
strives to make all resources in a network of workstations transparently available to each user. Thus, all
of the idle processing power, memory, network capacity, and disk bandwidth in the network should be
made available in a fair manner for both sequential and parallel applications. To provide such functionality,
GLUnix must support coscheduling of parallel programs [Ousterhout 1982], idle resource detection [Mutka
& Livny 1991, Arpaci et al. 1994], process migration [Theimer et al. 1985, Douglis & Ousterhout 1991],
fast user-level communication [von Eicken et al. 1992, Martin 1994], remote paging [Iftode et al. 1993], and
fault-tolerance [Borg et al. 1989].

Many of the features in GLUnix are not particularly novel. However, they have never been success-
fully implemented together in a coherent, usable system. GLUnix will enable e�cient execution of parallel
programs and improve the performance of memory or I/O intensive applications without requiring kernel
modi�cations. With SFI as an enabling technology, we can thus build an e�cient, portable operating system
that does not rely on speci�c details of the native operating system. Currently, an initial version of GLUnix
implementing much of the described functionality runs on HP and Sun workstations. The system is not yet
fully distributed (decision making is centralized) and has not yet been integrated with SFI.

To ensure portability, GLUnix relies on a minimal set of standardized features of the underlying operating
system. GLUnix should be portable to any system which supports inter-process communication, process
signalling for scheduling and migration, and access to machine load statistics for idle resource detection.
This design methodology should make porting GLUnix to new hardware platforms signi�cantly easier than

2Since processors are improving in performance by 50% a year, faster system development time translates into faster total
system performance.
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any of the alternative methods discussed above.

4 Conclusions

This paper outlines a methodology for extending operating system functionality which maintains both per-
formance and compatibility with existing applications. Speci�cally, the operating system can be built as a
user-level library using the native system services as a building block. Software-based fault isolation provides
protection of code and data within the address space and further redirects existing system calls (through
binary translation) into the user-level kernel library as necessary. Superior system performance is made pos-
sible because every kernel operation is no longer required to cross a hardware protection boundary. Using
this technique, a large class of operating system features can be explored and implemented more e�ciently,
portably, and robustly. We are building an operating system to do global resource allocation in a network
of workstations to demonstrate the validity of the techniques proposed in this paper.
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